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• Conditions created by public policies, programmes and services that 

enable communities and caregivers to ensure children’s good health 

and nutrition, and protect them from threats. 

• Also means giving young children opportunities for early learning, 

through interactions that are responsive and emotionally supportive

• Covers children aged 0–8 years

• In order for caregivers to be able to provide nurturing care, they must 

be secure, economically and socially, participate in social networks, be 

empowered to make decisions in the best interest of the child, and 

affirmed in the important role they play in the lives of the children in the 

care
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What is nurturing care



Nurturing Care
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• Early childhood is defined as the period from 

prenatal development to eight years of age. 

• What a child experiences during the early years 

sets a critical foundation for the entire life 

course. This is because 

• Early child development (ECD), including health, 

physical, social/emotional and 

language/cognitive domains strongly 

influences basic learning, school success, 

economic participation, social citizenry and 

health.

EQUITY FROM THE START 

• ECD, including the physical, social/emotional, 

and language/cognitive domains – has a 

determining influence on subsequent life 

chances and health through skills 

development, education, and occupational 

opportunities.

• Early childhood influences subsequent risk

of obesity, malnutrition, mental health problems, 

heart disease, and criminality

• At least 200 million children globally are not 

achieving their full development potential 

(Grantham-McGregor et al., 2007)

WHO Commission on social determinants of Health 
(2005)
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LANCET SERIES 2015

• 219 million disadvantaged children in the developing world…..These 

disadvantaged children are likely to do poorly in school and 

subsequently have low incomes, high fertility, and provide poor 

care for their children, thus contributing to the intergenerational 

transmission of poverty

• Main causes of poor child development – stunting, iodine and iron 

deficiencies, and inadequate cognitive and social-emotional 

stimulation

• Integrating health and nutritional interventions with validated home 

or center based psychosocial interventions, are a cost-effective 

approach

• To achieve the Goals of reducing poverty and ensuring primary 

school completion for girls and boys, governments and civil society 

need to consider expanding high quality, cost-effective early child 

development programmes. 5



Global Strategy 2016 - 2030

1. SURVIVE

End preventable deaths

2. THRIVE
Ensure health and well-being

3. TRANSFORM
Expand enabling environments
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The SDGs
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The vision of nurturing care 
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Components of the Nurturing care Framework
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What does the nurturing care framework convey
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Guiding principles
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Guiding principles



Proposed implementation model
ALL families need some support,

but some families need all the support they can get.
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EVERY SECTOR AND ALL STAKEHOLDERS 
COMMITTING TO ACTION



Laws, policies and interventions for creating enabling environments 
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Laws, policies and interventions for creating enabling environments 
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Laws, policies and interventions for creating enabling environments 
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NURTURING CARE AND ITS CONTRIBUTIONS THROUGH THE LIFE COURSE
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ENABLING ENVIRONMENTS FOR NURTURING CARE
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Strategic actions
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MILESTONES TO BE ACHIEVED IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS (BY 2023)
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“If we change the beginning of the story, 

we change the whole story”
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ASANTENI SANA!


